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Abstract
This paper describes a method for proving termination of recursively de0ned functions based
on ordinal measure. It generalizes a termination procedure developed by Manoury and Simonot
initially for an automated program synthesis system called ProPre. For that, we associate ordinal
functions to formal proofs made in the system and show that they follow a decreasing property.
In this way, after having translated the recursive functions in the Boyer–Moore theorem prover,
it is shown that each ordinal coming from the ProPre system can be given to the theorem prover
as a well-founded ordering which allows it to prove in its turn the termination. c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the development of correct software, recursively constructed data structures like
natural numbers, sequences, lists, etc., take a central part. Algorithms on these structures
are naturally de0ned using recursive methods. In order to verify the correctness of such
algorithms one must show:
1. that it always terminates and
2. that it is partially correct with respect to some speci0cations. This means that, if
the algorithm does terminate, the 0nal result follows the speci0cation.
There are usually two kinds of methods for proving termination.
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The 0rst one uses a well founded order, either to compare the right- and left-hand
sides of equations (rewriting method), or to compare recursive subcalls (semantic
method used for instance in Boyer and Moore prover NQTHM). In this approach
one uses prede0ned orders. Because the termination problem is undecidable, no order
will always work. There is therefore a need to 0nd procedures devoted to the selection
of orders well adapted to the function de0nition.
The second kind of method for proving termination builds e@ectively formal termi-
nation proofs. This method, which seems to be more complex, is essentially used by
proofs as program paradigm based systems. The reason is that (intuitionistic) proofs
are needed in order to extract programs (-term). By using this approach, it is pos-
sible to simulate the semantic method: given a well-founded ordering for which each
recursive call is decreasing, one can build a formal proof using general induction on
tuples of arguments of the function. It is, however, possible to do the contrary: given a
formal proof, one can extract a well-founded ordering for which each recursive call is
decreasing. The extracted orders are not necessarily the usual ones used in the semantic
approach, so formal proofs can be viewed as a way to 0nd out new orders which can
be used in other termination methods. This approach would be interesting if the kind
of extracted orders is not the one already used in other methods. We shall see that this
can be the case.
In this paper, we illustrate this idea through the analysis of a termination proof
generation procedure which has been implemented in the ProPre system [11] of the
Equipe de Logique de Paris 7 and which is the basis of the Recursive Denition
command of the Coq proof assistant [5, 18]. The ProPre procedure is suEciently
powerful to prove primitive recursion, unnested multiple recursion and general re-
cursion. It is limited neither by the number of recursions, nor by their order. More-
over, it is more powerful than lexicographic ordering (which are also ordinals). We
shall see that ProPre proofs correspond to a class of ordinal measures which allows
one to show termination of functions when NQTHM fails. More precisely, giving
this measure as a hint to this theorem prover will enlarge the power of its de0nition
scheme.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de0ne a method for generating
ordinal measures independent of the ProPre system by analysis of equational speci0-
cations. The central point is that this method is guided by the structure of the function
de0nition. This fact makes it powerful and well adapted to functional programming.
In Sections 3 and 4, we, respectively, show that having a proof in the ProPre
system allows us:
1. to extract from the generated proof an ordinal measure which is contained in the
class de0ned in Section 2 and
2. to ensure that the measure is decreasing through the recursive calls.
In Section 5, we show that given a speci0cation of a function which has been proved
to terminate in the ProPre system, it is possible to de0ne a canonical translation of
the speci0cation and the associated measure in NQTHM syntax such that NQTHM
is able by itself to prove the termination of the function.
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2. The ramied measure for the semantic approach
The results of the next sections will tell us that doing a proof in the ProPre sys-
tem is the same thing as 0nding an ordinal of a particular shape which is suEcient
to prove the decreasing of recursive calls. Now, it is possible to look at this family
of ordinals independently, in order to get a new heuristic to 0nd orders. This as-
pect interests the semantical approach of termination. That is what we are going to
do now.
Having a formal proof in the ProPre system is equivalent to de0ne an ordinal
measure and at the same time to ensure that it is decreasing through the recursive
calls. The 0rst point deals only with the structure of left-hand sides of equations of
the speci0cation. It is then possible to de0ne the same notion for tuples of terms. We
shall call it the term distributing tree. The second point is a consequence of being
able to 0nish the proof. The method proposed here does not automatize the last point.
It goes as follows:
1. to build if possible a term distributing tree, then
2. to extract from it the rami0ed measure and then
3. to prove that the measure is decreasing through the subcalls.
This method is powerful because the de0nition of the measure takes care of the struc-
ture of the speci0cation. This fact allows us to have, for most usual functions, a trivial
decreasing proof. It is also important to notice that the three points can be consid-
ered together. In particular, the hierarchical structure of the rami0ed measures make
it possible to investigate the third point at the same time as the extraction of the or-
dinal functions and so to re0ne the measure. In this section, the di@erent points are
considered separately.
Before stating the precise de0nitions, let us give an informal overview.
2.1. Informal description
The method is guided by the structure of the de0nition of left-hand sides of the
function. So, we shall 0rst take an abstract example which does not take right-hand
sides into account.
Example 2.1. Let f be de0ned by the following equations:
f(x; 0)= t1;
f(0; s(y))= t2;
f(s(x); s(y))= t3:
We try to generate from f(x; y) all the left-hand sides by hierarchically reasoning by
case on one variable at a time:
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from f(x; y), by case on y (because y is of sort nat), we have:
1. f(x; 0) which is a left-hand side and
2. f(x; s(y)) which is not yet a left-hand side. Then, by case on x, we have
(a) f(0; s(y)) which is a left-hand side and
(b) f(s(x); s(y)) which is a left-hand side.
This can be represented as a tree (called a distributing tree):
The idea underlying the de0nition of the ordinal is the following: because the second
argument of the function is split before the 0rst one, we shall give to it — like in a
lexicographic order — a value always greater than the value of the 0rst argument. We
obtain (m is a measure on integers):

(x; 0)=! ∗m(0);

(0; s(y))=! ∗m(s(y)) + m(0);

(s(x); s(y))=! ∗m(s(y)) + m(s(x)):
This is clearly an ordinal measure. If the measure decreases with each recursive call of
the function, then this one terminates. Of course, the truth of this decreasing property
depends on the value of the right-hand sides.
The previous measure is equivalent to lexicographic order in this example. But it is
not always the case as the following example shows.
Example 2.2. Let f be de0ned by the following equations:
f(0; y; 0)= t1;
f(0; y; s(z))= t2;
f(s(x); 0; z)= t3;
f(s(x); s(y); z)= t4:
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A possible distributing tree will be:
and the generated rami0ed measure:

(0; y; 0)=! ∗m(0) + m(0);

(0; y; s(z))=! ∗m(0) + m(s(z));

(s(x); 0; z)=! ∗m(s(x)) + m(0);

(s(x); s(y); z)=! ∗m(s(x)) + m(s(y)):
The 0rst two equations are equivalent to the lexicographic order x; z and the last two
equations are equivalent to the lexicographic order x; y. Precise de0nitions are given
in the following subsections.
2.2. Terms, equations, speci)cations, recursive calls
We 0rst recall some usual notions. Let S be a set of sorts, F a 0nite set of func-
tion symbols equipped with a mapping type: F→ S∗ × S. For any f∈F the value
type(f) is the type of f; f :w→ s will denote a function f ∈ F whose type is
(w; s). Symbols of constants are represented by nullary functions symbols. X is a
family {Xs}s∈S of denumerable sets of variables indexed by S (disjoint from F).
For every sort s∈ S, the set T (F;X)s of terms of sort s is the least set
containing
(i) every x∈Xs and every symbol of constant c∈F with type → s, and
(ii) every f(t1; : : : ; tn) where f : s1; : : : ; sn→ s is a function symbol in F with range
s and each ti is a term in T (F;X)si of sort si; i=1; : : : ; n.
Terms without variables are called ground terms and T (F)s denotes T (F; ∅)s.
An equation is a pair (m; n)s of terms of the same sort s. An equation is left-linear
i@ each variable occurs only once in the left-hand side of the equations. A set of
equations is non-overlapping i@ no left-hand sides unify each other. For convenience,
we shall also write m= n instead of (m; n)s.
A speci0cation of a function is de0ned as follows.
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Denition 2.1. A speci)cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn→ s is a tuple SP=(S; Fc;
Fd ; E) where:
• S is the set of the sorts,
• Fc and Fd are two disjoint sets of function symbols. Fc is a set of constructor symbols
and constant symbols and Fd is a set of de0ned function symbols disjoint from Fc,
with f∈Fd.
• E is a non-overlapping set of left-linear equations {(e1; e′1)s; : : : ; (ep; e′p)s} such that
for all 16i6p: ei is of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn) with tj ∈T (Fc;X)sj ; j=1; : : : ; n; and
e′i ∈T (Fc ∪Fd ;X)s.
Example 2.3. ({nat; Bool}; {0; s; true; false}; {inf }; {inf (0; y)= true; inf (s(x); 0)= false;
inf (s(x); s(y))= inf (x; y)}) is a speci0cation of inf : nat; nat→Bool.
({nat}; {0; s}; {A}; {A(x; 0)= s(x); A(0; s(y))=A(s(0); y); A(s(x); s(y))=A(A(x;
s(y)); y)}) is a speci0cation of the Ackermann function A : nat; nat→ nat.
When there is no ambiguity we shall mention only the set of equations in a speci-
0cation.
For every s∈ S, we shall call constructor terms the elements of T (Fc;X)s, ground
terms the elements of T (Fc ∪Fd)s and ground constructor terms the elements of T (Fc)s.
A substitution  is called a constructor substitution (respectively ground substitution,
ground constructor substitution) if (x) is a constructor term (respectively ground term,
ground constructor term) for every variable x. The composition of two substitutions 
and  will be denoted by  ◦ .
Furthermore, a 0nite sequence of positive integers q will be called a position, ! will
denote the empty sequence and · the concatenation operation on sequences. l will be
generally an integer in a sequence of the form l · q. For a term t and an occurrence
of a subterm u in t, u . t will denote the position of u in t.
Denition 2.2. Let SP be a speci0cation of a function f with type s1; : : : ; sn→ s. A
recursive call of f is a pair (f(t1; : : : ; tn); f(u1; : : : ; un)) where f(t1; : : : ; tn) is a left-hand
side of equation of f and f(u1; : : : ; un) is a subterm of the corresponding right-hand
side.
2.3. Term distributing trees
Denition 2.3. Let SP be a speci0cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn→ s. A is a term
distributing tree for SP i@ it is a tree such that:
1. its root is (x1; : : : ; xn) with xi of sort si and
2. each leaf of A is exactly one left-hand side of an equation of SP and
3. each node (t1; : : : ; tn) of A possesses one variable x (of sort s′) such that the set of
children of the node is exactly {(t1; : : : ; tn)[C(x′1; : : : ; x′k)=x]} for each C ∈Fc whose
type is of the form s′1; : : : ; s
′
k → s′.
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Example 2.4. The following tree is a term distributing tree for the speci0cation of inf
of Example 2.3:
and the tree of Example 2.1 is a distributing tree for the Ackermann speci0cation of
Example 2.3.
Conventions
Let SP be a speci0cation of a function f and A a term distributing tree for SP.
• We shall represent each node of A as a pair ((t1; : : : ; tn); x) where x is the variable
involved in the third clause of the previous de0nition.
• We shall represent a branch of A from the root to a leaf as the sequence: ('1; x1); : : : ;
('k−1; xk−1); 'k ; where ('1; x1) denotes the root and 'k the leaf.
First, remark that the leaves of a distributing tree cover the complete domain of ground
constructor terms. Formally:
Fact 2.1. For each (t1; : : : ; tn) ∈ T (Fc)s1∗ · · · ∗T (Fc)sn there exists one and only one
leaf ' of A and a substitution  such that (')= (t1; : : : ; tn).
Corollary 2.1. f is completely de)ned and non-overlapping.
Corollary 2.2. Every function of arity n; of domain T (Fc)s1∗ · · · ∗T (Fc)sn and de)ned
by cases on the leaves of A is completely de)ned and non-overlapping.
Fact 2.2. For every branch of A from the root to a leaf ('1; x1); : : : ; ('k−1; xk−1); 'k
we have: for all i6j6k; there exists a constructor substitution j; i such that j; i('i)=
'j; and for every h6i6j6k; j; h= j; i ◦ i; h.
Example 2.5. For the branch ((x; y); x); (s(x′); y); y); (s(x′); s(y′)) of the distributing
tree of the inf speci0cation of Example 2.4, the substitutions are:
1;1 : x → x; y → y; 2;1 : x → s(x′); y → y; 2;2 : x′ → x′; y → y;
3;1 : x → s(x′); y → s(y′); 3;2 : x′ → x′; y → s(y′); 3;3 : x′ → x′; y′ → y′:
Denition 2.4. Let A be a tree and ' a node of A. The height of ' in A, denoted
by H(';A), is recursively de0ned from the leaves by:
H(';A)= − 1, if ' is a leaf of A, and
H(';A)= 1 + sup{H('i;A); i6r}, if 'i are the r immediate children of ' in A.
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That is to say, H(';A) is the height of the subtree of A, whose root is ', minus
one.
The rami0ed measure presented below is a functional which allows us to compare
individual terms with any measure on the set of natural numbers. So, given a term
distributing tree A, we assume that we can associate with each node an application
de0ned on ground terms whose range is included in the set of natural numbers. AM
will also denote such a tree A where M is the family of the associated applications.
Denition 2.5. Let SP be a speci0cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn→ s such that there
exists a term distributing tree AM for SP. The rami)ed measure 
AM : T (Fc)s1 ∗ · · · ∗
T (Fc)sn →!! is de0ned as follows where ! is the least in0nite ordinal:
Let t=(t1; : : : ; tn) be an element of the domain and ' the leaf of A such that there is
a substitution * with *(')= t (Fact 2.1). Let B be the branch ('1; x1); : : : ; ('k−1; xk−1);
' of A from the root to '. Let mi ∈M be the associated application to the node ('i; xi)
(16i¡k) and r; s be the substitutions of Fact 2.2. Then

AM(t)=
k−1∑
i= 1
!H('i ;A) ∗ mi(*(k; i(xi))):
One can remark that 
AM is in cantor normal form since H('i;A)¿H('i+1;A),
16i6k − 2.
Example 2.6. Consider the distributing tree for the inf speci0cation of Example 2.4.
Also consider for instance the pair of ground constructor terms t=(s(u); s(v)). Then
the branch and the substitutions 3;1, 3;2; 3;3 are those of Example 2.5. We also have
H((x; y);A)= 1; H((s(x′); y);A)= 0, and *(x)= u; *(y)= v. Now, if we choose here
a same application m for the mi, then we obtain 
AM(s(u); s(v))=! ∗m(s(u))+m(s(v)).
In all, the rami0ed measure will be:

AM(0; v)=! ∗ m(0);

AM(s(u); 0)=! ∗ m(s(u)) + m(0);

AM(s(u); s(v))=! ∗ m(s(u)) + m(s(v));
for all ground constructor terms u; v.
In the remaining of this section we will use some abuse of notation: x; y; : : : will be
used as variables in the equations of a speci0cation and used as ground constructor
terms in 
AM as well. Other examples can be found in the following subsection.
2.4. Expressive power of the rami)ed measure
In this subsection we shall use the identity function id as the measure on natural
numbers, and the length of lists lgt as the measure on lists. The following schemes
can be found in [14].
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2.4.1. Primitive recursion with and without parameters substitution
The termination of the two following schemes is trivially provable with the measure:
f(0; x1; : : : ; xn)= g(x1; : : : ; xn);
f(s(x); x1; : : : ; xn)= h(x1; : : : ; xn; x; f(x; x1; : : : ; xn));
f(0; x1; : : : ; xn)= g(x1; : : : ; xn);
f(s(x); x1; : : : ; xn)= h(x1; : : : ; xn; x; f(x; p1(x1); : : : ; pn(xn))):
They have the same distributing tree and so the same measure:

AM(0; x1; : : : ; xn)= 0;

AM(s(x); x1; : : : ; xn)= 1 + id(x);
and it is (inductively) trivial that
∀x;∀x1; : : : ;∀xn;∀z1; : : : ;∀zn(
AM(s(x); x1; : : : ; xn)¿
AM(x; z1; : : : ; zn)):
2.4.2. Unnested multiple recursion and Ackermann function
Consider the following speci0cation:
f(0; y)= g1(0; y);
f(s(x); 0)= g2(x; 0);
f(s(x); s(y))= h(x; y; f(x; p(x; y)); f(s(x); y)):
The distributing tree and the measure are the same as the one for the inf function.
The two recursive calls are f(x; p(x; y)) and f(s(x); y). In order to prove that they
are decreasing, i.e.:
(i) ∀x∀y(
AM(s(x); s(y))¿
AM(x; p(x; y))) and
(ii) ∀x∀y(
AM(s(x); s(y))¿
AM(s(x); y)),
it is necessary to use the generalization ∀x∀y∀z(
AM(s(x); s(y))¿
AM(x; z)) for (i),
which is then trivial. As for the 0rst two schemes, it is interesting to remark that the
termination of the Ackermann function
A(0; y)= s(y);
A(s(x); 0)=A(x; s(0));
A(s(x); s(y))=A(x; A(s(x); y))
is provable in exactly the same way as the unnested recursion scheme.
2.4.3. Number and order of recursion
This method of calculating a measure is limited neither by the number of recursions,
nor by their order. A speci0cation which uses n recursions will have a tree measure
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bounded by !n. Therefore we can prove any generalized version of the Ackermann
function for each arity.
Let A : nat; : : : ; nat→ nat be a function symbol of arity n. For each j=1; : : : ; n, we
consider terms Aj of the form:
there is 16i6j such that Aj =A(s(x1); : : : ; s(xi−1); xi; u1; : : : ; un−i) where uk (k =1; : : : ;
n− i), whose variables are in {x1; : : : ; xn}\{xj+1}, are terms without any A or including
some Ap with 16p6j.
Now, let A1,: : :,An and let a be a constructor term of sort nat (whose variables are
in {x2; : : : ; xn}), a speci0cation of the Ackermann function of arity n can be de0ned
by:
A(0; x2; : : : ; xn)= a;
A(s(x1); 0; x3; : : : ; xn)=A1;
A(s(x1); s(x2); 0; x4; : : : ; xn)=A2;
: : :
A(s(x1); s(x2); : : : ; s(xn−1); 0)=An−1;
A(s(x1); s(x2); : : : ; s(xn−1); s(xn))=An:
We can also note that the measure is not a@ected by the order of arguments of the
function. To de0ne the inf function, by case on the 0rst argument then by case on
the second one or by case on the second then the 0rst, will not a@ect the method.
The search for a distributing tree is in fact a search for a possible order of re-
cursion which does not take into account of the order of arguments of the
function.
2.4.4. Rami)ed measure and lexicographic measure
Proving the decreasing of a function using the lexicographic order corresponds to a
distributing tree in which all sequences of variables labelling the nodes of the branches
of the tree are the same. In other words it corresponds to a symmetric distributing
tree.
Example. The following tree corresponds to the lexicographic order (x; y):
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The rami0ed measure is much less restrictive because it allows the order of the variable
to be independent in each independent part of each branch.
2.4.5. Recursion on di>erent sorts
This method can be used for all sorts and permits to mix recursion on di@erent sorts.
For instance the following speci0cation of the sum of the elements of a list:
f([])= 0;
f(0 :: x)=f(x);
f(s(a) :: x)= s(f(a :: x));
will have the following distributing tree:
and the corresponding measure:

AM([])= 0;

AM(0 :: x)=! ∗ (1 + lgt(x));

AM(s(a) :: x)=! ∗ (1 + lgt(x)) + (1 + id(a));
which permits easily to prove that each recursive call of the de0nition is decreasing.
3. The ProPre system and its ordinal measure
The ProPre system is a programming by proof language, that is to say that the
user can specify data types and functions in ML style, but when compiling, a fully
automated proof search strategy is running, whose input is a speci0cation of a function
and output is either a termination proof or an error message. Because the ProPre system
is a program synthesis system, it extracts, in a successful case, from the (intuitionistic)
proof that the function terminates, a -term via the Curry-Howard correspondence.
These proofs are syntactical termination proofs in a formal deduction system. We refer
the interested reader to [7, 8, 13] to know how such -terms can be associated to the
functions.
We will see now that doing a proof in the ProPre system is equivalent to prove
that each recursive call is decreasing for a measure which is contained in the class
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de0ned in the previous section. Then ProPre can be viewed as a decision procedure
for this method. The proof of the result will be the content of Section 4. In the present
section we will describe the ProPre system and de0ne the ordinal measure extracted
from each ProPre formal proof.
3.1. R-proofs
The logical framework of the ProPre system uses a second order language where
data-types are de0ned as being formulae. For instance, the data-type N (x)=∀X (X (0)
→ (∀y(X (y)→X (s(y)))→X (x))) denotes the type of integers that corresponds to
the sort nat with 0 :→ nat and s : nat→ nat (for more details, see [7, 13]). For sake
of conciseness and as it is not necessary for the understanding of the paper, unary
predicate constants are used here standing for the data-types and it is assumed that to
each sort s a data-type D is associated.
The ProPre proof procedure is correct and complete for a class of proofs called
R-proofs. This result (Propositions 3.2 and 3.3) and the implementation of the Pro-
Pre decision procedure are based on two notions. The 0rst one is a derivation tree
notion called distributing tree (De0nition 3.2). Term distributing tree, as de0ned in
Section 2.3, is directly adapted from this one (Proposition 3.1). The second notion
is the so-called right terminal state property (De0nition 3.4) which will allow us to
prove the decreasing property of the extracted measure.
R-proofs are termination proofs, that is to say, these are proofs of termination state-
ments:
Denition 3.1. The termination statement for a function f : s1; : : : ; sn→ s is the for-
mula: ∀x1(D1(x1)→ · · · →∀xn(Dn(xn)→Df(x1; : : : ; xn)) : : :): We shall write it ∀x1D1
(x1); : : : ;∀xnDn(xn)→Df(x1; : : : ; xn).
The rules
The ProPre prover makes proofs with the help of some macro-rules (or tactics, or
derived rules) of Natural Deduction for Predicate Calculus which are built up from
introduction and elimination rules of the connector → and the universal quanti0er
∀. It also makes use of the equational and axiom rules. The macro rules are the
following:
• Thm which corresponds to the application of an already proved termination statement
(auxiliary functions).
• Hyp which corresponds to the application of an induction hypothesis.
• Eq is rewriting with the equations of the speci0cation.
• Ax which is the axiom rule.
• Rec which corresponds to the use of an induction rule plus some manipulations of
formulae.
For a complete presentation of this underlying deduction system see for instance [8],
and for a complete presentation of R-proofs see [10].
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The shape of R-proofs
An R-proof tree for f can be represented by the 0gure below:
We shall call the Rec step — which is a derivation with the macro rule Rec — a
distributing tree. It is shown in [10] that the question of having an R-proof can be
reduced to the question of having a distributing tree enjoying a property which is called
the right terminal state. We shall therefore restrict our formal description of R-proofs
to the 0rst, distributing tree, step.
The macro rule Rec
If P is a formula ∀x1D′1(x1); : : : ;∀xmD′m(xm)→Df(t1; : : : ; tn) then P−D′j (xj) will stand
for the formula: ∀x1D′1(x1); : : : ;∀xj−1D′j−1(xj−1);∀xj+1D′j+1(xj+1); : : : ;∀xmD′m(xm)→
Df(t1; : : : ; tn):
Before giving the induction rule for every sort s, we give it for natural numbers.
3  P−N (x)[0=x] 3; P−N (x)[x′=x]; N (x′)  P−N (x)[s(x′)=x]
3  P[x] Rec(x)
where P is a formula of the form: ∀x1D′1(x1); : : : ;∀xN (x); : : : ;∀xmD′m(xm)→
D′f(t1; : : : ; tn) and x′ is a new variable of sort nat occurring neither in the context
3 nor in P.
Some notations are in order. For convenience, we will assume that the type of the
constructor symbols are of the form s1; : : : ; sr ; s; : : : ; s→ s with si = s (i6r). Let s be a
sort, c1; : : : ; cp be all the constants of type : → s, and Cj : sj1 ; : : : ; sjk ; s; : : : ; s︸ ︷︷ ︸
rj
→ s; j6d,
be all the constructor symbols whose range is s. If F(x) is a formula, where x of sort
s is free in F , and 3 is a context (i.e. a set of formulae), then, for each j6d; 5Cj (F)
denotes ∀xj1Dj1 (xj1 ); : : : ;∀xjkDjk (xjk )→F[Cj(xj1 ; : : : ; xjk ; x′1; : : : ; x′rj)=x], where xj1 ; : : : ; xjk ;
x′1; : : : ; x
′
rj are not in F , and 3j(F) denotes 3 ∪ {D(x′1); : : : ; D(x′rj)} ∪
{F[x′1=x]; : : : ; F[x′rj =x]}. Then the Rec-rule is the following induction rule:
3  P−D(x)[Ci=x] i6p; 3J (p−D(X ))  5CJ (p−D(X )) j6d
3  P Rec(x)
where P is of the form: ∀x1D′1(x1); : : : ;∀xD(x); : : : ;∀xmD′m(xm)→D′f(t1; : : : ; tn).
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Denition 3.2. Let E be a speci0cation of a function f of sort s1; : : : ; sn→ s: A is a
distributing tree for E i@ A is a proof tree built only with the Rec rule such that:
1. its root is  ∀x1D1(x1); : : : ;∀xnDn(xn)→Df(x1; : : : ; xn),
2. if L= {31  '1; : : : ; 3q  'q} is the set of A’s leaves, then there exists a one to
one application b :L ,→ E such that b(L)= (t; u) with L=(3  ') and ' of the
form ∀z1D1′(z1); : : : ;∀zmDm′(zm)→D(t).
If we look at the term (t1; : : : ; tn) in a formula of the form ∀x1D1(x1); : : : ;∀xmDm(xm)
→Df(t1; : : : ; tn), then, according to the de0nition of the Rec-rule, it is easy to see that,
for each distributing tree, there is a corresponding term distributing tree of Section 2.
So we have:
Proposition 3.1. If there exists a distributing tree for a function f then there exists
a term distributing tree for f.
The proof is straightforward by the construction of distributing trees.
Example 3.1. A distributing tree for the Ackermann speci0cation of Example 2.3 is
3  NA(0; s(y)) 3′ + NA(s(x); s(y)) Rec(x)
 ∀xNx → NA(x; 0) 3  ∀xNx → NA(x; s(y)) Rec(y)
 ∀xNx;∀yNy → NA(x; y)
where: 3= {∀x Nx→NA(x; y); Ny} and 3′=3∪{NA(x; s(y)); Nx}; and its correspond-
ing term distributing tree is
Because of the previous proposition, the properties about term distributing trees of
Section 2.3 remain true for distributing trees. To do so, let us adapt some
notations:
Let E be a speci0cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn → s and A be a distributing tree
for E.
Conventions
• We have to notice that every judgment 3  ' of a distributing tree is of the form
3  ∀˜xD˜′˜x→Df(t1; : : : ; tn). We shall denote f(t1; : : : ; tn) by C(').
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• We shall represent each node of A as a pair (3  '; x) where x is the induction
variable.
• We shall represent a branch of A from the root to a leaf as a sequence: (31 
'1; x1); : : : ; (3k−1  'k−1; xk−1); 3k  'k where (31  '1; x1) denotes the root with
31 = ∅, and 3k  'k denotes the leaf.
We recall Fact 2.1 in the new context: the leaves of a distributing tree cover the
complete domain of ground constructor term.
Fact 3.1. For each (t1; : : : ; tn)∈T (Fc)s1∗ : : : ∗T (Fc)sn there exists one and only one leaf
3  ' of A and a substitution  such that (C('))= (t1; · · · ; tn).
Hence f is completely de0ned and non-overlapping. Every function of domain
T (Fc)s1∗ · · · ∗T (Fc)sn de0ned by cases on the leaves of A is completely de0ned and
non-overlapping. Fact 2.2 also becomes:
Fact 3.2. For every branch of A from the root to a leaf (31  '1; x1); : : : ; (3k−1 
'k−1; xk−1); 3k  'k we have: for all i6j6k; there exists a constructor substitution
j; i such that j; i(C('i))=C('j); and for every h6i6j6k; j; h= j; i ◦ i; h.
Denition 3.3. An R-Proof for E is a distributing tree for f with each leaf extended
by one application of the Eq rule and then several applications of Thm; Hyp and Ax.
Let us now introduce a property on ProPre distributing trees which expresses the
fact that it will always be possible to 0nish the termination proof:
Let P=∀x1D′1(x1); : : : ;∀xmD′m(xm)→ D(t) be a formula, and u be a term. We shall
say that P can be applied to u if t matches u according to a substitution , such that
for each variable x occurring free in P, (x)= x.
Denition 3.4. Let E be a speci0cation of a function f and A be a distributing tree
for E.
A satis)es the right terminal state property (r.t.s.p.) i@ for all leaves L=(3  ')
of A with e∈E, the equation such that b(L)= e (b given in De0nition 3.2), and for
all recursive calls (t; v) of e, there exists H ∈3 such that H can be applied to v.
For instance, the distributing tree of Example 3.1 has the right terminal state.
Proposition 3.2. There exists a ProPre distributing tree for E with the right terminal
state property i> the ProPre strategy succeeds.
For the proof, see [10].
Proposition 3.3. There exists an R-proof for f i> there exists a distributing tree for
f with the right terminal state property.
For the proof, see [10].
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3.2. The ordinal measure extracted from R-proof
The following recursive length de0nition requires only the de0nition on ground con-
structor terms (for the de0nition of the rami0ed measure). However, for technical rea-
sons which appear in the proofs of Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1, it is convenient
to extend its de0nition with ground terms.
Denition 3.5. The recursive length of a ground term t of sort s is given by
(i) if t is a constant c, then lg(c)= 0,
(ii) if t=C(t1; : : : ; tn) with C : s1; : : : ; sn → s∈Fc then lg(t)= 1 +
∑
sj=s lg(tj) and
(iii) if t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with f∈Fd, then lg(t)= 0.
Denition 3.6. Let A be a tree and 31  '1 a node of A. The height of 3  ' in A,
denoted by H(3  ';A), is recursively de0ned from the leaves by:
H(3  ';A)=−1, if 3  ' is a leaf of A, and
H(3  ';A)= 1 + sup{H(3i  'i;A); i6r}, if 3i  'i are the r immediate children
of 3  ' in A.
Like in De0nition 2.4, H(3  ';A) is the height of the subtree of A, whose root
is 3  ', minus one. We will also use the notation H(';A) for this de0nition in
Section 5.
Denition 3.7. Let E be a speci0cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn→ s such that there
exists a distributing tree A for E. The rami)ed measure 
A :T (Fc)s1∗ · · · ∗T (Fc)sn →
!! is de0ned as follows: Let t=(t1; : : : ; tn) be an element of the domain and 3  '
be the leaf of A such that there is a substitution * with *(C('))= t. Let B be the
branch (31  '1; x1); : : : ; (3k−1  'k−1; xk−1); 3  ' of A from the root to 3  ', let
r; s be the substitutions of Fact 3.2. Then

A(t)=
k−1∑
i=1
!H(3i'i ;A) ∗lg(*(k; i(xi))) :
Example 3.2. For the Ackermann function and the distributing tree as previously
shown (Example 3.1), the rami0ed measure is:

A(x; 0)=0;

A(0; s(y))=! ∗ (1 + lg(y));

A(s(x); s(y))=! ∗ (1 + lg(y)) + 1 + lg(x);
where x; y stand for ground constructor terms.
Note that the distributing tree does not need to satisfy the right terminal state property
in the de0nition of rami0ed measure, which will be required in the next section.
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4. The ordinal decreasing property
We show in this section that if a termination statement of a function is proved in
the ProPre system (R-proof), then the extracted ordinal measure decreases in each
recursive call of the equations of the speci0cation. More precisely, if (f(t); f(u)) is a
recursive call then 
A(’(t)) ¿ 
A(’(<u=)) for every ground constructor substitution
’ where <u= is u from which all non-constructor terms are substituted by variables.
Furthermore, independent of the termination statement proof, the decreasing property
is suEcient to ensure the termination of the function (see for instance [12]).
4.1. The inductive positions
De0nition 3.7 says that 
AM is de0ned on ground constructor terms. So, consider
for instance the relation (i) of Section 2.4.2
(i) ∀x∀y(
AM(s(x); s(y))¿
AM(x; p(x; y)))
where p∈Fd. Assuming that the value of p(x; y) is unknown, we generalize the prop-
erty (i) with a new variable instead of p(x; y) such that we have to prove now
(i ′) ∀x∀y∀z(
AM(s(x); s(y)) ¿ 
AM(x; z)).
This is what does the job of < · =q de0ned below.
We assume that we have a new family X′ of symbol variables, disjoint from X,
such that, for each position q and sort s, there is a variable of sort s indexed by q. So
X′ allows us to have fresh variables.
Denition 4.1. For a term t and a position q, we de0ne a new term <t=q by induction
on t as follows: <c=q= c if c is a constant, <x=q= x if x is a variable, <C(t1; : : : ; tn)=q=
C(<t1=q·1; : : : ; <tn=q·n) if C ∈Fc, and <f(t1; : : : ; tn)=q= xq if f∈Fd, where xq ∈X′ with the
same sort of f(t1; : : : ; tn).
The following lemma, used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (0rst Step), says that < · =q
is harmless in the following sense: if a term t matches a term u with some conditions
then t still matches <u=q.
Lemma 4.1. Let t be a constructor linear term;  a ground substitution and q a
position. Then there is a substitution * such that *(t)= <(t)=q.
Proof. By induction on t.
The next lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (fourth Step). It states a relation
of a substitution of a term with < · =q together with its variables.
Lemma 4.2. Let t be a constructor term; q be a position; *; ; ’ be substitutions such
that *(t)=’(<(t)=q); then; for every variable x in t; we have *(x)=’(<(x)=q·(x.t)).
Proof. By induction on (t).
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The following de0nition is motivated by Lemma 4.6.
Denition 4.2. Let t be a constructor term. A subterm u of t is said to be in inductive
position in t if and only if there is a subterm t′ of t such that t′ is of the form
C(: : : ; u; : : :) where u has the same sort as t′.
For a term t=f(t1; : : : ; tn) with f a de0ned symbol in Fd and constructor terms ti
(i=1; : : : ; n), a term u will also be said to be in inductive position in t if there is a
tj such that u is in inductive position in tj. Vi(t) will denote the set of variables of t
which are in inductive position in t.
The following lemma is used in the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. Let w be a constructor term which is not a variable and *1; *2 be
respectively a ground substitution and a constructor ground substitution such that
for all x∈Vi(w) we have *2(x)= *1(x) or *2(x)=C(: : : ; *1(x); : : :) where *1(x) is in
inductive position in *2(x). Then lg(*1(w))6lg(*2(w)).
Proof. By induction on w, using the fact that for any term v and any subterm v′ of v
we have Vi(v′)⊂Vi(v).
A property of inductive positions is the following. If any variable, which is in
inductive position in a term, is a 0xed point of a substitution, then the substitution
does not a@ect the recursive length of the term. A little more general property, used
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (0fth Step), is given below.
Lemma 4.4. Let w be a constructor term which is not a variable and  be a sub-
stitution such that for all x∈Vi(w); (x)= x. Then lg(’ ◦ (w))= lg(’(w)) for all
ground constructor substitutions ’.
Proof. By induction on w.
Considering the previous lemma, the following one says that < · =q is still harmless
according to some conditions. The lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.1
(0fth Step).
Lemma 4.5. Let w be a constructor term which is not a variable and  a substitution
such that for all x∈Vi(w); (x)= x. Then lg(’(<(w)=q))= lg(’(w)) for all ground
constructor substitutions ’ and for all positions q.
Proof. By induction on w.
4.2. The right terminal state property and the ordinal decreasing property
In this section we will consider a function f : s1; : : : ; sn→ s, a speci0cation E of f,
a distributing tree A for E which has the right terminal state property, and a recursive
call (t; u) of E.
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Lemma 4.6. Let B be the branch (31  '1; x1); : : : ; (3k−1  'k−1; xk−1); 3k  'k of
A with C('k)= t. Let H be a judgment in 3k such that H can be applied to u
with a substitution u. Let j¡k such that 3j+1  'j+1 is the judgment of B where
H =('j)−D(xj)[yj=xj] appears for the )rst time.
Then C(H) matches t with a constructor substitution t such that
(1) for every x = yj with x∈Vi(C(H)); we have t(x)= u(x)= x.
(2) u(yj)=yj and t(yj)=C(: : : ; yj; : : :) where yj is in inductive position.
Proof. See [9].
Proposition 4.1. Let B be the branch (31  '1; x1); : : : ; (3k−1  'k−1; xk−1); 3k  'k of
A with C('k)= t. Let also H be in 3k which can be applied to u with the substitution
u and j¡k such that 3j+1  'j+1 is the judgment of B where H appears for the
)rst time.
Then for all 16i6j; C('i) matches u with a substitution ui such that
for i¡j; lg(’ ◦ ui (xi))6lg(’ ◦ k; i(xi));
and lg(’ ◦ uj (xj))¡lg(’ ◦ k; j(xj))
for all ground constructor substitutions ’ (where k; i is given in Fact 3.2).
Proof. As H =('j)−D(xj)[yj=xj], C('j) matches C(H) according to a substitution *
with *(xj)=yj and *(x)= x for every x = xj. Thus, for every i6j, C('i) matches
respectively C(H) and u with the substitutions *◦j; i and ui = u◦*◦j; i. Furthermore,
we can apply Lemma 4.6 with the same notations.
• Now, given i¡j, let w be the term * ◦ j; i(xi) which is a subterm of C(H). Since
Vi(w)⊂Vi(C(H)), for each variable x∈Vi(w) and x = yj we have t(x)= u(x)
= x. Moreover, whether yj is in w or not, we know that u(yj)=yj and t(yj) is
of the form C(: : : ; yj; : : :) where yj is in inductive position in t(yj). Hence, for
every x∈Vi(w), we obtain: ’ ◦t(x)=’ ◦u(x) or ’ ◦t(x)=C(: : : ; ’ ◦ u(x); : : :)
with ’ ◦ u(x) in inductive position in ’ ◦ t(x). The relations of substitutions can
be described by the picture
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Moreover, xi is a strict subterm of C('i), so w is a strict subterm of C(H) and thus
is a constructor term. But w is not a variable according to the de0nition of Rec-
rule, since i ¡ j. Thus, we can apply Lemma 4.3, with *1 =’ ◦ u and *2 =’ ◦ t
and we obtain lg(’ ◦ u(w))6lg(’ ◦ t(w)). But, by de0nition of *, it is easy to
see that k; j = t ◦ *, and, as k; i = k; j ◦ j; i, the last inequality becomes lg(’ ◦
ui (xi))6lg(’ ◦ k; i(xi)).
• For i= j: we still have the relation k; j = t ◦ *, and we recall that uj = u ◦
*, since j; j = id. Furthermore, point 2 of Lemma 4.6 says that u(yj)=yj and
t(yj)=C(: : : ; yj; : : :) where yj is in inductive position.
Therefore ’ ◦ uj (xj)=’ ◦ u ◦ *(xj)=’(yj) and ’ ◦ k; j(xj)=’ ◦ t ◦ *(xj)=
C(: : : ; ’(yj); : : :), since *(xj)=yj. Thus, by de0nition of lg, lg(’◦k; j(xj))¿lg(’◦
uj (xj)) + 1.
Now we can state the decreasing property of the ordinal measures.
Theorem 4.1. If there exists a ProPre distributing tree for E with the right terminal
state property; then there exists a rami)ed measure 
A such that for every recursive
call (f(t1; : : : ; tn); f(u1; : : : ; un)) of E and every ground constructor substitution ’ we
have:

A(’(t1); : : : ; ’(tn))¿
A(’(<u1=1); : : : ; ’(<un=n)):
Proof. Let t=f(t1; : : : ; tn); u=f(u1; : : : ; un), ’ a ground constructor substitution, A
a distributing tree for E with the right terminal state property and B the branch (31 
'1; x1); : : : ; (3k−1  'k−1; xk−1); 3k  'k of A from the root to the leaf corresponding
to t. As A has the r.t.s.p., there exists H in 3k which can be applied to u. Let j¡k
such that 3j+1  'j+1 is the judgment of B where H ('j)−D(xj)[yj=xj] appears for the
0rst time (see Proposition 4.1). That is to say that H is created by the Rec-rules on
3j  'j. We will also use the same notations as in Proposition 4.1.
Let (v; v′)∈E be the equation and  be the substitution such that (v)=f(’(<u=))
where <u= denotes the tuple (<u1=1; : : : ; <un=n). Let also B′ be the branch (3′1  '′1; x′1); : : : ;
(3′r−1  '′r−1; x′r−1); 3′r  '′r with C('′r)= v.
Step 1: We are going to show that C('j) matches f(’(<u=)). We know that C('j)
matches u (beginning of the proof of Proposition 4.1) and thus ’(u). As C('j) is a
linear term of the form f(d1; : : : ; dn) where di are constructor terms (i=1; : : : ; n) and
’(u)=f(’(u1); : : : ; ’(un)), then Lemma 4.1 can be applied for each di and ’(ui). So,
there is a substitution =i such that =i(di)= <’(ui)= i (i=1; : : : ; n). But C('j) is linear,
hence we have a substitution = with =(C('j))=f(=1(d1); : : : ; =n(dn))=f(<’(u1)=1; : : : ;
<’(un)=n). Thus C('j) matches f(’(<u=)).
Step 2: Now, by construction of a distributing tree, it is easy to see that if there
exists a term matched by two nodes in A, then these nodes are in the same branch.
Here, we know that C('j) and C('′r) matches f(’(<u=)). Since '′r is a leaf, 'j is below
'′r in a same branch and so 3
′
i =3i; x
′
i = xi and '
′
i = 'i for 16i6j.
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Step 3: By de0nition of 
A:

A(’(<u1=1); : : : ; ’(<un=n))=
r−1∑
i=1
!H(3
′
i '′i ;A)∗lg( ◦ ′r; i(x′i))
which also becomes with the previous step:

A(’(<u1=1); : : : ; ’(<un=n)) =
j−1∑
i=1
!H(3i'i ;A) ∗ lg( ◦ ′r; i(xi))
+!H(3j'j ;A) ∗ lg( ◦ ′r; j(xj))
+
r−1∑
i=j+1
!H(3
′
i '′i ;A) ∗ lg( ◦ ′r; i(x′i)): (1)
Step 4: We are going to show that  ◦ ′r; i(xi)=’(<ui (xi)= xi.C('i)) for i6j, where
ui is obtained in Proposition 4.1 (with the same notations):
Let C('i)=f(di1; : : : ; d
i
n) and let l6n such that xi is in d
i
l. As  ◦ ′r; i(C('i))=
f(’(<u=)) and ui (C('i))= u, then ui (dil)= ul and  ◦ ′r; i(dil)=’(<ul= l). Hence, we
can apply Lemma 4.2 and we get:  ◦ ′r; i(xi)=’(<ui (xi)= l·(xi.dil))=’(<ui (xi)= xi.C('i)).
Step 5: Let 16i¡j. We recall that C('i) matches C(H) with the substitution *◦j; i
and that ui = 
u ◦ * ◦ j; i where *(C('j))=C(H). We also recall that w denotes the
constructor term *◦j; i(xi). We are going to show that lg(◦′r; i(xi))6lg(’◦k; i(xi)).
Thanks to the previous step, it is the same as showing lg(’(<u(w)=xi.C('i)))6lg(’ ◦
k; i(xi)). Furthermore, we have already seen in the proof of Proposition 4.1 that w is
not a variable and for all x∈Vi(w), u(x)= x. Thus:
lg(’(<u(w)= xi.C('i))) = lg(’(w)) (Lemma 4.5)
= lg(’ ◦ u(w)) (Lemma 4.4)
6lg(’ ◦ u(w)) (Proposition 4.1):
Hence lg( ◦ ′r; i(xi))6lg(’ ◦ k; i(xi)).
Step 6: Before concluding, we show now that lg( ◦ ′r; j(xj))¡lg(’ ◦ k; j(xj)).
With Step 4 we know in particular that lg( ◦ ′r; j(xj))= lg(’(<uj (xj)= xj.C('j))). But
uj (xj)= 
u ◦ *(xj)= u(yj)=yj (beginning of the proof of Proposition 4.1 and point
2 of Lemma 4.6). Then <uj (xj)= xj.C('j) =yj = uj (xj). So, after using Proposition 4.1,
we have lg( ◦ ′r; j(xj))¡lg(’ ◦ k; j(xj)).
Step 7: By de0nition of 
A and splitting into three terms, we have

A(’(t1); : : : ; ’(tn)) =
j−1∑
i=1
!H(3i'i ;A) ∗ lg(’ ◦ k; i(xi))
+!H(3j'j ;A) ∗ lg(’ ◦ k; j(xj))
+
k−1∑
i=j+1
!H(3i'i ;A) ∗ lg(’ ◦ k; i(xi)): (2)
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But (2) and (1) (in Step 3) are in Cantor normal form. So, Steps 5 and 6 ensure that
(1)¡(2).
5. The ramied measure and the Boyer and Moore theorem prover
We are going to see that for functions, which have speci0cations described in the
previous sections, the method can also be used to increase the expressive power of the
de0nition principle of the NQTHM system. The NQTHM prover (New Quanti0ed
Theorem) is a well-known mechanical theorem prover developed by R.S. Boyer and
J S. Moore (see [1]–[3]) which contains principles of induction, implementations of
linear resolution, rewriting and arithmetics decision procedures which makes it pow-
erful. However, before proving any properties bound to a function, the system has to
make sure that this one terminates. This is an important point, because, in particular, if
the function is recursive, i.e. it is called inside the body of its own de0nition, then its
construction may suggest an inductive scheme to the system for proving other prop-
erties. Although the system is very sophisticated, it nevertheless contents itself with
proving the admissibility of a function by checking if an argument is decreasing in
the inductive calls according to the function count. Also, in this way, for instance it is
easy to see that the Ackermann function is not admissible. But the prover is Nexible
in so far as it accepts “hints”: In order to de0ne a function, it is possible to provide to
the system a well-founded relation (for our purpose, ordlessp) and a “measure term”
which must be an ordinal function. Thereby the theorem prover is then guided by the
measure term as an inductive scheme according to ordlessp.
Now suppose that the functions, whose termination is proved by the ProPre system,
can been translated in the logical framework of NQTHM. We may wonder whether the
extracted ordinal measures are suitable measure terms for the theorem prover: Since the
work has already be done, from a mathematical point of view, it is true that the ordinal
measure is an ordinal function which decreases in each inductive call. However it is
not so obvious that this fact can be admitted according to the theorem prover point of
view (in particular, it depends on the constructions and translations of the functions).
Actually, we are going to see that this is also the case.
5.1. A syntactical translation
In the following sections we give formal de0nitions in order to be able to prove
Theorem 5.1 in Section 5.3. These de0nitions correspond to a natural syntactical trans-
lation between ProPre and NQTHM. We will assume that the reader is familiar with
the NQTHM system and the terminologies of [1].
5.1.1. The shells
The data types are built with shells in NQTHM. Some of them are already de0ned
as for instance the shell add1 of integers. As illustration, we de0ne a shell consint for
lists of integers hereafter.
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We must take into account both the language of the ProPre system and that of the
NQTHM system. There is one and only one shell together with at most one constant
for each data type in NQTHM, however for our purpose, we will assume that there
is still one constant. Therefore, for a given sort s, constructor C : s1; : : : ; sn→ s and
constant c :→ s, we will suppose that there is an associated shell Shs of n arguments,
with:
a base function: c˜s;
a recognizer function: re s;
accessor functions: ac s1 ; : : : ; ac
s
n ;
type restrictions: tr s1 ; : : : ; tr
s
n ;
defaults functions: dv s1 ; : : : ; dv
s
n ;
where each tr si is a type restriction over the symbol Shsi , and dv
s
i is the base
function c˜si .
More precisely the shell Shs and the base function c˜s respectively stand for the
recursive constructor C and the constant c in NQTHM, while res is a predicate that
asserts whether a term is of the current type. Hence (res c˜s) or (res (Shs exp1 : : : expn))
are true. Each accessor acsi denotes the ith component of the shell Shs. For example
if exp corresponds to the term C(t1; : : : ; tn) in NQTHM, then (acsi exp) corresponds
to ti. Also, for each i6n, the type restriction tr si stands for the sort si. Since terms,
like (ac sj expr), are allowed in NQTHM where the type of expr can be di@erent
of the current type, the default value dv sj is provided for (ac
s
j expr). Actually, one
can remark that such an equivalent expression is not allowed in the ProPre language.
Nevertheless we will choose c˜si for each dv
s
i (i6n) in NQTHM. More details can be
found in [2].
For example, assume that we have the sort list of integers L with empt :→L and
in : nat; L→L. Then we can associate the shell consint
a base function: empt;
a recognizer function: numlistp;
two accessor functions: carnum; cdrlist;
two type restrictions: (one-of numberp); (one-of numlistp);
two defaults functions: zero; empt;
The data-types True and False (also, respectively, denoted T and F) are however
di@erent as far as they obviously have no constructor symbol but also they are consid-
ered as two shells in the logical framework of NQTHM. Nevertheless, they can be seen
as one data-type. So, splitting the Bool sort, we associate the constant true :→Bool
(respectively, false :→Bool) with True (respectively, False).
5.1.2. The left-hand sides of the equations
Let f∈Fd be a function symbol and Ef = {(t1; u1); : : : ; (tk ; uk)} a speci0cation of f.
We associate a new symbol function f˜ in NQTHM whose body is described in the next
sections. In order to translate the whole speci0cation, 0rst we are concerned with the
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left-hand sides t1; : : : ; tk of the equations, and more precisely with the terms t
j
i such that
ti =f(t1i ; : : : ; t
m
i ). ProPre system uses de0nitions with constructions, while NQTHM
uses de0nitions with destructors. Therefore, we de0ne a relation >s recursively on the
terms t ∈T (Fc;X)s. So, if T is a term in NQTHM then >s(T; t) is:
>s(T; c)= (equal Tc˜s); where c :→ s
>s(T; x)=T; where x is a variable;
>s((T; C(a1; : : : ; an))= (and (not (equal Tc˜s))>s1 ((ac
s
1T); a1) : : :
>sn((ac
s
nT); an));
where C : s1; : : : ; sn→ s∈Fc.
Roughly speaking, if >s(Xj; t
j
i ) is equivalent to T in NQTHM, where Xj is a variable
symbol, then Xj is entirely described as being the term t
j
i in NQTHM. This will be
used to de0ne the body of the function f˜.
Example 5.1. The left-hand sides of the equations of the Ackermann function A given
in Example 2.3 are the following:
(1) A(x; 0) gives (and >nat(X1; x) >nat(X2; 0)) i.e. (and T (equal X2 0));
(2) A(0; s(y)) gives (and >nat(X1; 0) >nat(X2; s(y))) i.e.
(and (equal X1 0) (and (not (equal X2 0)) T ))
(3) A(s(x); s(y)) gives (and >nat(X1; s(x)) >nat(X2; s(y))) i.e.
(and (and (not (equal X1 0)) T ) (and (not (equal X2 0)) T )).
In the sequel we will simplify the expressions such that, for instance, the last ex-
pression becomes (and (not (equal X1 0)) (not (equal X2 0))).
5.1.3. The right-hand sides of the equations
Suppose there is a term T in the language of NQTHM, a term t ∈T (Fc;X)s,
a position ? in t, then we de0ne @(T; t; ?) as follows:
@(T; t; !)=T; where ! is the empty position;
@(T; C(t1; : : : ; tn); i:q)=@((acsi T); ti ; q);
where s is the sort of C(t1; : : : ; tn). Intuitively, if >s(Xj; t
j
i ) is true in NQTHM with
t ji ∈T (Fc;X)s and if u is a subterm of t then @(Xj; t; u . t) is described as being the
term u in NQTHM.
Now, let (ti; ui)∈Ef be an equation, with ti a linear term of the form f(t1i ; : : : ; tmi )
and v a subterm of ui, then we de0ne Ati(v) as follows:
Ati(x)=@(Xj; t
j
i ; x . t
j
i ); where x is a variable in t
j
i ;
Ati(c)= c˜s; where c :→ s is a symbol constant;
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Ati(g(v1; : : : ; vp))= (g˜ Ati(v1) : : : Ati(vp)); where g∈Fd;
Ati(C(v1; : : : ; vn))=@(Xj; t
j
i ; C(v1; : : : ; vn) . t
j
i );
if C(v1; : : : ; vn) is not a ground term and there is j such that it is a subterm of t
j
i ,
Ati(C(v1; : : : ; vn))= (Shs Ati(v1) : : : Ati(vn)) otherwise;
where C ∈Fc whose range is s. Note that X1; : : : ; Xm are variables used as “formals” of
f˜ (see [2]) whereas x; x1; : : : ; y; : : : ; are variables used in the terms ti; ui whose number
may di@er from the arity m of f. We can also note that there is no ambiguity in the
0rst and in the fourth equality of the de0nition of Ati since ti is linear. Intuitively,
according to @ and ti, Ati(ui) speci0es the term ui. This will be used in the body of f˜
below.
Example 5.2. We de0ne a new function symbol Ack in NQTHM corresponding to
the Ackermann function A given in Example 2.3. Then the right-hand sides of the
equations are the following:
(1) AA(x; 0)(s(x)) i.e. (add1 X1);
(2) AA(0; s (y))(A(s(0); y) i.e. (Ack (add1 0) (sub1 X2));
(3) AA(s(x); s (y))(A(A(x; s(y)); y) i.e. (Ack (Ack (sub1 X1) X2) (sub1 X2)):
5.1.4. Speci)cation and body of functions
With the previous de0nitions of >s, @, At , it is possible to describe the body of the
associated function f˜ as follows: Let (ti; ui) denote the equations of Ef, 16i6k, with
each ti of the form f(t1i ; : : : ; t
m
i ), where f : s1; : : : ; sm → s. Then the body of f˜ is:
(if (or (not (res1 X1)) : : : (not (resm Xm))) c˜s
(if (and >s1 (X1; t
1
1) : : : >sm(Xm; t
m
1 )) At1 (u1)
: : : (if (and >s1 (X1; t
1
k ) : : : >sm(Xm; t
m
k )) Atk (uk) c˜s) : : :)))
where X1; : : : ; Xm are the formals of f˜.
Example 5.3. The body of the Ackermann function Ack (see Example 2.3) is:
(if (or (not (numberp X1)) (not (numberp X2))) 0
(if (equal X2 0) (add1 X1)
(if (and (equal X1 0) (not (equal X2 0)))
(Ack (add1 0) (sub1 X2))
(if (and (not (equal X1 0)) (not (equal X2 0)))
(Ack (Ack (sub1 X1) X2) (sub1 X2))
0)))):
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5.2. The “hint” measure
It remains to translate the ordinal measure. In order to avoid a technical prob-
lem which comes up with the translation (see [12]), it is convenient to introduce a
new family of ordinals in the following way: If a∈N∗; b∈N, then, for the ordinal
O(a; b)=!b ∗ a, we associate the ordinal
O˜(a; b)= !:::!
a
︸︷︷︸
b times
;
and for an ordinal
∑p
i=1 O(ai; bi) in cantor normal form (ai =0; bi¿bi+1, i=1; : : : ; p−
1), we associate the ordinal
∑p
i=1 O˜(ai; bi) which is also in cantor normal form. Fur-
thermore, it is easy to see that
∑p
i= 1 O(ai; bi)¡
∑p′
i= 1 O(a
′
i ; b
′
i) i@
∑p
i= 1 O˜(ai; bi)¡∑p′
i= 1 O˜(a
′
i ; b
′
i). So, the upper bound of this new family of ordinals is now !0, where
!0 is the least 0xed point of the ordinal operation B → !B. However, the main point
which interests us is that this family has the same “decreasing behaviour” as the pre-
vious one.
Before giving the ordinal hint, it is necessary to introduce, for each shell Shs, a
function lengthShs in NQTHM which corresponds to the recursive length lg de0ned
in Section 3.2, as follows:
Let C : s1; : : : ; sm→ s∈Fc. For convenience of notations, we suppose that there is j
such that si = s if i6j and si = s if i¿j. Then:
(lengthShs X ) = (if (not (res X )) 0
(if (equal X c˜s) (add1 0)
(add1 (plus (lengthShs (acsi+1 X )) (lengthShs (ac
s
i+2 X )) : : :
(lengthShs (acsm X )))))):
As one can see, we give the value 1 for c˜s (and not 0 as in de0nition of lg) in
order to distinguish from the elements which are not “recognized” by res.
Denition 5.1. Let E be a speci0cation of a function f such that there exists a dis-
tributing tree A for E. Let B be a branch (31  '1; x1); : : : ; (3r−1  'r−1; xr−1); 3r 
'r , let j = r and s be the sort of the induction variable xj. Let also l:q= xj . 'j and
t=C('r)=f(d1r ; : : : ; d
n
r ). Then D('j) will denote the term (add1 (lengthShs @(Xl; d
l
j;
q))) in NQTHM, where Xl is a symbol variable indexed by l. Moreover, if K(T; p)
denotes
(cons (cons (: : : (cons T 0) 0) : : :) 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−1 cons
for a term T in NQTHM with p¿0 (in particular K(T; 1)=T), then we de0ne the
term:

t(X1; : : : ; Xn)= (cons K(D('1);H('1;A)) (cons K(D('2);H('2;A)) : : :
(cons K(D('r−1);H('r−1;A)) 0)) : : :);
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if H('r−1;A)¿0 and

t(X1; : : : ; Xn)= (cons K(D('1);H('1;A)) (cons K(D('2);H('2;A)) : : :
(cons K(D('r−2);H('r−2;A)) D('r−1)) : : :); otherwise, where H(';A)
is the height of ' in A.
Intuitively 
t(X1; : : : ; Xn) is the representation in NQTHM of
∑r−1
i=1 O˜(1 + lg(’ ◦
r; i(xi));H('i;A)); where ’ is a substitution whose value depends on the context.
The function add1 in each D(') is a trick so that NQTHM can (directly) prove
that 
t(X1; : : : ; Xn) is an ordinal regardless of the assumptions. Now, it is possible to
introduce the measure mef˜ associated to a function f˜.
Denition 5.2. Let E= {(ti; ui); 16i6k} be a speci0cation of a function f : s1; : : : ;
sn→ s∈Fd, such that there exists a distributing tree A for E. Then the body of the
function mef˜ is de0ned as follows:
(if (or (not (res1 X1)) : : : (not (resn Xn))) 0
(if (and >s1 (X1; t
1
1) : : : >sn(Xn; t
n
1)) 

t1 (X1; : : : ; Xn)
: : : (if (and >s1 (X1; t
1
k ) : : : >sn(Xn; t
n
k )) 

tk (X1; : : : ; Xn) 0) : : :)))
where X1; : : : ; Xn are the formals of mef˜.
Intuitively the function mef˜ corresponds to 
A.
Example 5.4. The measure measack for the Ackermann function (see Example 3.1)
is:
(measack X1 X2)=
(if (or (not (numberp X1)) (not (numberp X2))) 0
(if (equal X2 0) (cons (add1 (lgnb X2)) 0)
(if (and (equal X1 0) (not (equal X2 0)))
(cons (add1 (lgnb X2)) (add1 (lgnb X1)))
(if (and (not (equal X1 0)) (not (equal X2 0)))
(cons (add1 (lgnb X2)) (add1 (lgnb X1)))
0)))):
5.3. The admissible functions
We will say that a function g is admissible under the history h provided there is a
term M such that:
(a) (ordinalp M) can be proved directly in h;
(b) for each occurrence of a subterm of the form (g w1 : : : wn) in the body of g and
for the terms p1; : : : ; pl governing it, the formula:
(implies (and p1 : : : pl) (ordlessp %(M) M)) can be proved directly in h, where % is
the substitution %(Xi)=wi; i=1; : : : ; n. For our purpose: h= ground zero+axiomatic
act for each shell Shs + (numberp (lengthShs X )).
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The proof of the next theorem will require the following:
Denition 5.3. For a constructor term t, a subterm v, and a variable X in NQTHM,
we de0ne the term DX; t(v) in NQTHM as follows:
(i) DX; t(c)= (add1 0), if c is a symbol of constant,
(ii) DX; t(x)= (lengthShs @(X; t; x . t)), if x is a variable of sort s,
(iii) DX; t(C(a1; : : : ; am))= (add1 (plus DX; t(aj+1) : : : DX; t(am))), if C : s1; : : : ; sj;
s; : : : ; s→ s∈Fc with the convention si = s; i6j.
Theorem 5.1. Let E= {(ti; ui); 16i6k} be a speci)cation of a function f : s1; : : : ;
sn→ s∈Fd such that there is a distributing tree A which has the r.t.s.p.; then the
function f˜ is admissible in NQTHM.
We point out the fact that the NQTHM system needs only rewrite rules to prove
here the admission of f˜. Furthermore, since the rules are sophisticated with many
heuristics, we will give only the main outlines of how it does work.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We choose (mef˜ X1 : : : Xn) for M.
Let E0 = (not (or (not (res1 X1)) : : : (not (resn Xn))));
di =(and >s1 (X1; t
1
i ) : : : >sn(Xn; t
n
i )); Ei =(not di); i=1; : : : ; k:
(a) Since mef˜ is not recursive, it is obviously admissible. Moreover as H('1;A)¿
· · ·¿H('r−1;A) for any branch (31  '1; x1); : : : ; (3r−1  'r−1; xr−1); 3r  'r , and
as each D('i) is of the form (add1 T), then, by de0nition of 
tj (X1; : : : ; Xn), it is
clear that, for each left-hand side tj, (ordinalp 
tj (X1; : : : ; Xn)) is proved (directly) in
NQTHM. Thereby (ordinalp (mef˜ X1 : : : Xn)) is also proved in NQTHM.
(b) Let (f˜ w1 : : : wn) be a recursive subterm in the body of f˜. Hence, there is l6k
and v1; : : : ; vn such that v=f(v1; : : : ; vn) is a recursive call of f with Atl(f(v1; : : : ; vn))=
(f˜ w1 : : : wn). So, according to the de0nition of f˜, the terms governing (f˜ w1; : : : ; wn)
in the body of f˜ are E0; : : : ; El−1; dl: Thus the formula that NQTHM has to prove
(directly) is:
(implies (and E0 : : : El−1 dl) (ordlessp (mef˜ w1 : : : wn) (mef˜ X1 : : : Xn))):
We are interested in the second argument of ordlessp: as E0; : : : ; El−1; dl are also the
terms governing 
tl(X1; : : : ; Xn) in (mef˜ X1 : : : Xn), we can say, expanding mef˜; that
the formula is equivalent in NQTHM to:
F=(implies (and E0 : : : El−1 dl) (ordlessp (mef˜ w1 : : : wn) 

tl(X1; : : : ; Xn))):
Let E′0 = %(E0); d
′
i = %(di); E
′
i = %(Ei); 16i6k, with %(Xj)=wj; j=1; : : : ; n: Now, ex-
panding mef˜ in the 0rst argument of ordlessp in F, F is split into several formulae:
Fm=(implies (and E0 : : : El−1 dl E0′ : : : Em−1′ dm′)
(ordlessp 
tm(w1 : : : wn) 
tl(X1; : : : ; Xn)));
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to be proved in h with m=1; : : : ; k; where 
tm(w1 : : : wn) denotes %(
tm(X1; : : : ; Xn)). Let
us introduce the branch B=(31  '1; x1); : : : ; (3r−1  'r−1; xr−1); 3r  'r in A such
that C('r)= tl and j¡r for which there is a judgement which can be applied to v and
appears for the 0rst time in 3j+1  'j+1 in B. Now, let be an m6k and B′=(3′1 
'′1; x
′
1); : : : ; (3
′
r′−1  '′r′−1x′r′−1); 3′r′  '′r′ be the branch leading to the term tm.
We 0rst consider the “non-decreasing” case where the last node ('p; xp)= ('′p; x
′
p)
common to B and B′ is such that p¡j. We say “non-decreasing” case, because
here the system does not need to use ordlessp in order to prove Fm. Then, two
subcases are possible: p+1; p(xp)=C(: : :) and p+1; p′(xp)= c; or p+1;p(xp)= c and
′p+1;p(xp)=C(: : :). Take the 0rst case for instance. A main point which we have
seen in the previous sections is that C('p+1) matches f(v1; : : : ; vn) but does not match
C('′p+1). Therefore, according to Atl ; Atm , we have a conjunction of hypotheses in d
′
m,
in which there is a term of the form (equal (a˜c S˜h a˜c T) c˜), where a˜c are 0nite
sequences of accessor functions and S˜h a 0nite sequence of shells, such that:
(i) either the 0rst sequence a˜c is shorter than S˜h. Then, applying lemmas ac-Sh
of NQTHM (sub1-add1, cdr-cons, car-cons; : : : ; ac-Sh), (a˜c S˜h a˜c T) can be written
into (Sh T′) in h. Also (equal (Sh T′) c˜) is written into False, and we get Fm.
(ii) or (a˜c S˜h a˜c T) becomes (a˜c T′) after simpli0cation with the lemmas ac-Sh.
But in dl we have (not (equal (a˜c T′) c˜)). Hence we get also Fm.
We leave out here the second case ′p+1;p(xp)= c and p+1;p′(xp)=C(: : :), which is
similar to the 0rst one, and we turn now to the “decreasing” case, i.e. p¿j.
Let 
1 and 
′1 denote respectively 

tl(X1; : : : ; Xn) and 
tm(w1; : : : ; wn). Since ('i; xi)
= ('′i ; x
′
i); we remark that we can de0ne, for i=1; : : : ; p, 
i+1 and 

′
i+1 with the
following relations 
i =(consK(D('i);H('i;A)) 
i+1) and 
′i =(consK(%(D('i));
H('i;A)) 
′i+1) (which is not true anymore if i¿p). So, if Ui denotes the term (lessp
%(D('i)) D('i)); i6j; then, expanding ordlessp and using the fact that the terms 
1
and 
′1 are built with the Shell cons and that the terms D(') are on the form (add1T),
we can say that Fm is split into the formulae:
Fm;1 = (implies (and E0 : : : El−1 dl E′0 : : : E
′
m−1 d
′
m(not U1))
(equal %(D('1)) D('1)));
and
F′m;1 = (implies (and E0 : : : El−1 dl E
′
0 : : : E
′
m−1 d
′
m (not U1))
(ordlessp 
′2 
2));
Before concluding, we need the two following properties:
Lemma 5.1. With the notations and the hypotheses of the context; let e6n; s′ be a
sort; e · q be the position x1 . '1; such that D('1)= (add1 (lengthShs′@(Xe; tel ; q)));
where tl=f(t1l ; : : : ; t
n
l ). Let r; i be the substitutions associated to the branch B
and v1 such that 
v
1(C('1))= v (cf. Proposition 4.1). Then D('1) is rewritten into
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(add1 DXe; tel (r;1(x1)) in h under the assumptions E0; dl. Moreover %(D('1)) is rewrit-
ten into (add1 DXe; tel (
v
1(x1)) in h under the assumptions E
′
0; d
′
m.
One may wonder why q is introduced since q= !. Actually the lemma will be used
not only with '1; x1; r;1; v1; : : : but also with 'i; xi; r; i ; 
v
i ; : : : ; for each i6j, where q
may be not empty.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let K denotes @(Xe; tel ; q). After simpli0cation of E0, we can
say that (rese Xe) is in E0. Furthermore, according to > and @, >s′(K; r; i(x1)) is in
>se(Xe; t
e
l ), thus in dl. Still according to >, the rewrite rules let deduce (res′ K) from
>se(Xe; t
e
l ) and (rese Xe). So, considering the expression (lengthShs′ K), the 0rst point
is obtained expanding lengthSh according to (res′ K) and dl. The second point is
similar to the 0rst.
Lemma 5.2. With the notations and the hypotheses of the context; we have: (leq
DXe; tel (
v
1(x1))DXe; tel (r;1(x1))) is proved in h.
Proof. We have seen in Proposition 4.1 that lg(’ ◦ v1(x1))6lg(’ ◦ r;1(x1)) for
every ground constructor substitution ’, with v=f(v1; : : : ; vn). Now, by the de0ni-
tion of the length lg, the variables z such that ’(z) are taken into account in the 0rst
member of the previous inequality satisfy the property: let y be a variable, then for
any strict subterm u = y of v1(x1) which contains y, it holds that u is in inductive
position in v1(x1). If we look at the proof of Proposition 4.1 we can remark that this
property implies that v(y)=y and tl(y)=y or C(: : : ; y; : : :) with y in inductive po-
sition in tl(y), where v1(x1)= 
v(w) and r;1(x1)= tl(w) (w de0ned in the proof of
Proposition 4.1). So, since w is linear, such variables appear only once both in v1(x1)
and in r;1(x1). Hence, for every expression Rx =(lengthShsx @(Xe; t
e
l ; x . t
e
l )) com-
ing from such a variable x in r;1(x1), Rx is taken into account only once both in
DXe; tel (
v
1(x1)) and in DXe; tel (r;1(x1)). Thus the value of such Rx does not matter in the
concerned formula. So, the only point we need is (numberp Rx), which is given with h,
after having de0ned lengthSh. Then according to the de0nitions of lg and lengthSh, the
linear arithmetic rules and lessp allow the formula (leq DXe; tel (
v
1(x1)) DXe; tel (r;1(x1)))
to be reduced to T .
We are now able to 0nish the proof of Theorem 5.1: The two previous lemmas
ensure that Fm;1 is proved in h. Using ordlessp, the second formula F′m;1 is then split
into
Fm;2 = (implies (and E0 : : : El−1 dl E′0 : : : E
′
m−1 d
′
m(not U1) (not U2))
(equal %(D('2)) D('2))); and
F′m;2 = (implies (and E0 : : : El−1 dl E
′
0 : : : E
′
m−1 d
′
m (not U1) (not U2))
(ordlessp 
′3 
3)):
But, mutatis mutandis, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are now valid to prove Fm;2 (it is enough
to substitute respectively '2; x2; r;2; v2; : : : for '1; x1; r;1; 
v
1; : : : in the lemmas and the
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proofs). Hence we 0nally arrive at Fm; j and Fm; j′ to be proved. But according to
Proposition 4.1, it is easy to see that the last lemma becomes now:
Lemma 5.3. With the notations and the hypotheses of the context; we have (lessp
DXe; tel (
v
j (xj)) DXe; tel (r; j(xj))) is proved in h.
Thus Fm; j and F′m; j are also proved in h. Hence, the function f˜ is admissible in
NQTHM.
6. Conclusion
We have associated ordinals to termination proofs in this paper. In this respect, we
can mention the theoretical study in [15] where ordinals are related to proofs in Martin-
Lof’s type theory. Among recent works concerning ordinals, we can also mention the
research in [4] which is devoted to the termination of rewrite systems using ordinal
interpretations.
It is shown that the ordinal method bene0ts from the work of the system ProPre
in the sense that it provides suitable ordinal functions. Another approach would be to
investigate the rami0ed measures independently or to relate them to di@erent techniques,
using for instance the so-called induction lemmata (see [6]) so that other suitable
rami0ed measures can be found together with the decreasing property.
The system has been partly implemented with Caml [17]. An ordinal is automatically
extracted in the required shape from a formal proof made in ProPre and then presented
“by hand” in NQTHM. Though the language may be a drawback to the implementa-
tion, we think, as it has been illustrated here that the ProPre system could be used with
other theorem provers requiring measure functions together with well-founded ordering
to ensure the termination. We can mention another approach in [16] which gave rise
to a system implemented in di@erent theorem provers providing a function de0nitions
facility.
Initially built in the context of programming by proofs language, the ProPre system
has to handle formal proofs to 0nd suitable lambda terms in a fully automated way
which implies some constraints. In particular, apart from the simple forms of nested
recursion, the system does not deal with nested functions. However, current research in
the area promises to have more Nexibility with the programming method. This should
lead to de0ne new distributing trees in the system and might also enlarge the class of
the ordinal measures.
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